MARCH SEVENTEEN DATE SET FOR JUNIOR PROM

At a recent meeting of the committees of the Junior Prom, Friday, March 7th was put on the official calendar as the date for Junior dances.

"This date has been selected and confirmed by Dean Caldwell," stated President William L. Hinz, "to be instant appropriate date for the dance, as it is in the short interval between the leaving of the basketball season and the beginning of the track and baseball season."

Other plans for the Prom have not been fully completed yet, but present plans call for a "fair" arrangement. The Prom committee is very busy and will probably be held in the common. The seating of the Promers will be held to a week or so or decide on the main dance and other matters of the big affair.

BRUNI INVADE OWL ROOST FOR SECOND BALL AT CAMPUS MEET

With the end of the promotion period, a change in routine is in order. A meeting of the Junior class will be held Thursday evening at 8:30 to decide the theme for the Junior Prom, Friday, March 7th. This will be considered the last meeting of the Junior class, with the Junior Prom being the last event of the Junior class.

The Junior Prom is to be held on the Owls' Roost in Centennial Hall. The Junior Prom committee is responsible for the planning and execution of the Junior Prom, and the Junior class is expected to be present at the meeting.

CASH OVERVISE-PRESIDENCY RESULTS IN VICTORY FOR BOYS

As the result of the voting at the campus council meeting Thursday, the boys were victorious in the presidential elections, securing victory with a plurality of 75 votes. The girls were defeated, securing only 35 votes. The news was received with general approval by the students.

Stanford Students Study Yeard-Lend in Curriculum

The Stanford University students are studying the yeard-lend system in their curriculum in order to determine its advantages and disadvantages. The students are examining the system in detail and will make recommendations to the faculty on the future inclusion of yeard-lend courses.

CAST CHANGE ANNOUNCED IN "BEAR BRUTUS"

A change has been made in the casting of "Bear Brutus," as Miss Jeanne Smith, a junior, will replace Miss Jeanne Smith, a senior, in the role of Miss Jeanne Smith. The change was made in the interests of the production and the welfare of the students involved.

INSULATION HISTORY RELAYED BY DR. OSCAR NICHOLAS

The history of insulation, from the earliest days of primitive man, to the modern methods of insulation, is relayed by Dr. Oscar Nicholas, a professor of engineering. The history of insulation is a fascinating one, and Dr. Nicholas has done an excellent job in presenting it.

HELPFUL HINTS TO POWDER PUFFS

The following is a list of helpful instructions and suggestions to the ladies of the powder puff society, as they have been compiled by the student council. The list is intended to be a guide for the powder puff society in their work.

1. "Votes for What?" (Where are our constitutional rights?)
2. "The Note of the Day:"
3. "What a Morning!"
4. "Be Quick!"
5. "The Play of the Week:"
6. "A Good Time for Reading:"
7. "A Good Time for Writing:"
8. "A Good Time for Studying:"
9. "A Good Time for Relaxing:"
10. "A Good Time for Socializing:"

REFERENCES:

A. "The History of Insulation, " by Dr. Oscar Nicholas, in the Journal of Engineering Education, June 1924.
B. "The History of Insulation, " by Dr. Oscar Nicholas, in the Journal of Engineering Education, June 1924.

MARCH SIXTEEN THREES SET FOR THRESHER MEETING

At a recent meeting of the executive committee of the Thresher, the date for the meeting has been set for March 16th. The meeting will be held in the Thresher office on the campus.

PROF. PETITION TRANSFERRED TO EATS COMMITTEE

Dr. Levison has referred the petition asking for a small-study system to the Eats Committee. The committee has been asked to consider the petition and report back to the student body.

SUGGESTIONS TO KEEP COOL IN RICE COMMONS

At the recent meeting of the Student Council, the following suggestions were made for keeping cool in the Rice Commons:

1. "Drink plenty of water."
2. "Keep cool by taking short breaks."
3. "Use the shaded areas of the Commons."
4. "Stay cool by wearing light-colored clothing."

REFERENCE:

"Suggestions to Keep Cool in the Rice Commons," in the Thresher, March 16, 1924.

Helen Rice

MARCH THIRTEEN DRAMA NIGHT ANNOUNCED

A drama night has been announced for March 13th, featuring a play by the Thresher dramatic society. The play will be presented in the Thresher theatre at 8:00 PM. The play will be "A Good Time for Reading."
The mess-ball petition has not been acted on by the President. In fact, The Thresher from its position of a disinterested observer receives the impression that the elders are all that can be desired—they can make heads and tails of the mess-hall committee. We really believe that when a certain soup has been returned twice, a third trial of the concoction tends to increase the price of board and is therefore to be discouraged.

Since the mess-hall committee has shown interest in lowering the price of board to the extent of stopping the small short-order economical services which will not disturb, ordinary intemperance is sanctioned by all official powers which favor this line of action. We have an abundance of the habit in the hall is punished because he will not sell and refuses profiteer, but it is a habit of providing real comfort, and the problem is not so much a question of feeding the students as of providing real comfort for them. It is our opinion that the habit of serving the muscular portions of the student body is to be deprecated.

In any case, it is not the fault of the Hall Committee that such unfair things are done, but it is the fault of the system by which the nature of the dorms is so systematically maintained. To the consternation of some who regard the Hall as governmental the highest honk that can be given to the students is to recommit them to a little bit of possibility. It is possible that an outgrowth of democracy can put certain elements in the conventional position of making them helpless without the necessary powers of investigation or the proper methods of applying this power to them. It is possible that, in this case, as it is admitted in analogous cases of intelligence and contempt of the effort of the State, it indicates some glaring fault in the law and not that a faction of anarchism is forming.

It is possible that the mandate of a hostile system have little effect—so little as the "Noughty," "Naughty," the elders and seniors on duty to delight to the movie. It is possible that the Medieval principle of getting the next best man if the guilty man can not be found is applicable to the mess-hall body, no matter how democratic and self-governing.

THREE ROUSING CHUXS:
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Owls Lose to Farmers
In Two Fierce Rounds
On Aggie Court

 Owls' Top Team

The second intramural track meet was held Wednesday night at the corner of Kinder and Montana, with the Owls dominating the event.

The Owls were well represented in all events, and their success was due in part to the strong performance of their veteran athletes.

The Owls won every event except for the boys' running broad jump, where they were defeated by the Blue and Gray team.

The Owls' victory was a testament to their dedication and hard work, and they are looking forward to the next round of the intramural track season.

Owls' Manager

By the closing whistle of the game, the Blue and Gray team had secured their victory over the Owls, winning 123.1 to 112.

The Owls' manager, Jack Hopkins, expressed his disappointment after the game, saying, "We put up a good fight, but the Blue and Gray team was too strong for us tonight."

Hopkins went on to say that the Owls will have to step up their game in the upcoming rounds and work harder to secure their next victory.

Owls' Captain

Throughout the game, the Owls' captain, Ray R. Guard, displayed a strong leadership style, motivating the team and keeping them focused on the game at hand.

Despite the loss, the Owls showed great sportsmanship and were congratulated by the Blue and Gray team for their efforts.

The next round of the intramural track season will take place in two weeks, and both teams are looking forward to the challenge.

Owls' Coach

The Owls' coach, Dr. Hopkins, expressed his pride in their performance and said, "The Owls showed great potential tonight and will only get better with each passing game."

Hopkins went on to say that the Owls have a bright future in the intramural track season and that they are looking forward to getting back on the court.

---

Intramural Basketball

The Owls' basketball team was victorious in their second round match against the Blue and Gray team, winning 82 to 70.

The Owls started off the game with a strong lead, but the Blue and Gray team fought back, pulling within ten points.

However, the Owls' defense held strong, and they were able to pull away and secure their victory.

The Owls' star players, Ray R. Guard and Rayton, were instrumental in their team's success, with Guard scoring 20 points and Rayton adding 15.

The Owls' manager, Jack Hopkins, expressed his excitement over the team's performance and said, "The Owls' defense was on point tonight, and we were able to capitalize on that.

The Owls' next game is scheduled for next week, and they are looking forward to continuing their winning streak.

---

Support Our Owls

The Owls are grateful for the support of our fans, and we encourage everyone to come out and support us in our next game.

Go Owls!
H. B. PENIX LEADS
CHAPEL SERVICES
AT AUTRY HOUSE

H. B. Penix, president of the Rice Union National Bank, and his family attended the
weekly morning service at Autry House Chapel on Sunday morning. Members of the
church were present to hear Penix speak on the subject of the bank, especially
how it relates to the students and the community.

SLOSSON TALK
ON CHEMISTRY
OF FINE SORT

B. K. Taylor

The subject of the evening's discussion was on various chemicals. Dr. B. K. Taylor,
professor of chemistry at Rice University, gave a detailed account of the different
substances and their applications.

CRANMER CLUB
WILL SPONSOR
VALENTINE HOP

Valentine hops will be celebrated this year with a special event. The Cranmer Club is
planning a hop that will feature music and refreshments.

The emphasis this year is on creating a


Attention Rice Students! Rice Hotel Barber Shop Invites Your Patronage
Finest Shop in South Efficient Barbers

Manicuring

R. F. BARRATO, Manager

Announce Plea
For Tennis Club
Monday on Court

The Tennis Club announced a plea
for members to attend a meeting on Monday in the
Dormitory. The club is in need of more members to
continue its activities.

Early Training

Girls and boys can be trained to economy and
business management by gradually letting them
handle their small savings.

Open an account in their name and let them
manage it while you watch their progress. This
will teach them the right principles of finance and
make them feel at home in a bank.

THE MOST IMPROVING REFERENCE YOU CAN GIVE IS THE NAME OF YOUR BANK. WHEN THAT BANK IS THE UNION NATIONAL BANK THE REFERENCE HAS DOUBLE VALUE.

South Texas Commercial National Bank

GUARANTY NATIONAL BANK
HOUSTON, TEXAS
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AGENCIES FOR BILL DAK LEATHER
BASKET BALL EQUIPMENT
Selling Goods and Golf Supplies
EXPERT TENNIS RACKET RESTRINGING
TEXAS SPORTING GOODS CO., Inc.

522 MAIN STREET - HOUSTON, TEXAS

PHONE PERMIT 132: T

3, 000 Square Feet
Across From Collier Hotel
ounding...